
The Withered Fig Tree 

This morning our Lord performs a miracle. Now I grant you, it’s not a miracle we usually think of 

because well…it has a negative effect on God’s creation. Our Lord miraculously causes a fig tree to wither 

and bloom no more. Despite this negative outcome, the story did get me thinking about miracles in general 

and how very hard it is to believe in them. We live in an age where most people attribute events to random 

chance or dumb luck or coincidence rather than to an all-powerful deity; where people are quick to offer 

rational explanations for every natural phenomenon. And if we can’t explain something right now, it’s 

assumed that nature will eventually give up her secrets. In fact, Christians are accused of intellectual 

laziness for using God to fill in the supposed blanks. This is known as the “God of the Gaps” theory.  If 

something can’t be explained, we are accused of filling in the missing pieces with the action of God.   

Despite the worldly skepticism, though, we Christians still confess belief in miracles. Does this 

belief make us crazy? Perhaps. But the Bible is full of miracles, and since we confess the Bible to be the 

inspired Word of God, such a confession is not an option for us. What’s more, our greatest hope and 

comfort depends on our belief in miracles seeing how we confess the miracle of Christ’s resurrection. So, 

what are we to do with miracles? First, let’s begin with a definition. What exactly is a miracle? Simply 

put, it’s an event in which God temporarily suspends or makes an exception to the natural order of things 

in order to demonstrate His power and greatness. With that being said, though, we shouldn’t overlook the 

miracle of everyday life. God installed a system of laws to govern our universe. We call these laws the 

“laws of nature”. The fact that the world moves to a rhythm, that planets don’t collide with each other, 

that the sun is the right distance from the earth so as not to scorch us or that there is something rather than 

nothing is, in and of itself, a miracle. The miracle of nature is that God hides His divine actions in plain 

sight amid the ordinary course of events.  



But there are times in which God circumvents His own system for the benefit of mankind. These 

are what we usually have in our minds when we think of miracles. We divide miracles of this kind into 

three types.  The first type of miracle is an event that occurs that nature can do, but not in the order in 

which it is done. An example of this would be our story this morning. It is not against nature for trees to 

die.  However, trees have an ordered lifespan, which follows the seasons, and barring any disease or 

outside intrusion, they don’t usually just shrivel and die. Here, Christ accelerated the natural order of 

things; He effected a rapid change, which would have certainly occurred in due time.    

The second type of miracle is when God does what is usually done by the working of nature, but 

without the principles of nature. An example of this would be Jesus calming the storms. All storms 

eventually run their course and die out. There is nothing miraculous about that. As storm clouds are 

emptied of their water supply and lose their source of energy, storms cease to exist. What happens 

naturally over a period of time, though, we see Christ work instantaneously as He calms the storms with 

His voice.  

It is the third type of miracle that we Christians are most interested in though. For this type of 

miracle is when God does something which nature could never do. Here we only have to think of the 

resurrection from the dead. The laws of nature dictate that eventually every living thing dies. It is part of 

our regular experience that dead people remain in this unfortunate condition. Nature itself is incapable of 

reversing this order. Yet, what we see in Scripture, and what we confess to be truth for us, is that Christ 

Himself reverses this order and effects a resurrection.  

All three types of miracles are meant to serve a greater purpose. Christ performed miracles not to 

grandstand, but to convey deeper truths about the will of God. The withering of the fig tree is no exception. 

Christ causes the tree to wither to communicate God’s impending judgement. For we must hear the 

account of the withered fig tree in relationship to the promise we heard in the Old Testament reading this 



morning. In Ezekiel, God likened His chosen people to a mighty cedar tree, which He would plant atop a 

high and prominent mountain. God had upheld His end of the bargain. He had indeed established the 

nation of Israel; He had raised them up into a mighty people; He had planted them atop the mountain of 

Jerusalem. He had brought forth fruit from their lineage. But God’s people had not upheld their end of the 

bargain. They had forsaken the One who planted them, they had abused the fruit which God had produced, 

and they had neglected and forgotten the tender branch of Jesse’s root. And for their forgetfulness, for 

their abuse and disbelief, God made a new covenant, but not with them. Christ in causing the fig tree to 

wither was signaling a change. It was as if the tree itself could speak, and what it said was this: “what 

once belonged to you by Divine decree, O’ Israel, God is now taking from you and giving it to another”. 

God was taking their promised Kingdom and giving it to the Gentiles. All of this was said without being 

said. It was communicated in and through the miracle.  

God made good on His judgement. For the old covenant indeed passed away, and Christ 

established a new covenant people as He opened the Kingdom to all who would believe―both Jew and 

Gentile alike. In the place of the dead tree, Christ planted a new Tree. And this Tree will never wither or 

die for its roots are Christ. We are now the living branches of this everlasting Tree drawing life from 

Christ our Lord; for the life of the tree is not in the branches, but in the roots. We are sustained by these 

very roots as we are fed and nourished day by day, we are refreshed by the Water, Blood and Spirit, and 

we are able to stand against the storms of mankind’s skepticism for Christ’s holds us in place with His 

mighty Word. This is the miracle of our redemption. This is the miracle of our salvation. This is the miracle 

of the eternal life. And there is no greater miracle than this. Amen.   

In Christ,  

Pastor Jeremy H. Mills  


